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Designing Your Homebuilt by JOHN G. RONCZ, EAA 112811 15450 Hunting Ridge Jr. Granger, IN 46530-9093



At Oshkosh in 1989 I gave a forum in the EAA Design College called "Designing Your Homebuilt." So many people have asked for copies of the viewgraphs and formulas from that talk that I decided to write it up for Sport Aviation. This also gives me the opportunity of showing you how to use simple spreadsheet programs to help you design your airplane. Last summer I ran across this statement, which deeply moved me: "I be-



lieve that the American homebuilder has a moral duty to develop new and original aircraft designs because he has everything necessary at his immediate command. We are living in the wealthiest country in the world . . . The technical information is practically free. The NACA and the U. S. Government Printing Office send free at your request, or at cost price, the best manuals and reports. Everyone has a garage and can buy tools at a price that cannot be



matched in other countries. The average American citizen can devote his weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to pursue. In other words, he is a 'time millionaire'. All these conditions represent the background that should produce more and better aircraft designs." The EAA published this statement by famed EAA member Ladislao Pazmany in 1957. Except for the fact that the NACA is now called NASA, the statement is more true
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today than it was in 1957. There is even a better reason today: the availability of cheap yet powerful computers. The IBM AT I'm writing this on is more powerful than the UNIVAC 1107 I first tried programming in high school. My Compaq 386/20's are about as powerful as the IBM 370 mainframe I used in college. Most people know someone who has a computer, and almost everyone who has a computer has a spreadsheet program, like Lotus 1 -2-3 or Microsoft Excel. With these you need not be a programmer to use the computer to help you do the tedious calculations that aircraft design may require. I'll try and show you how to set up the formulas and plots for your spreadsheet program during this article. That's how I generated the plots I used in the EAA Design College forums. To help you make your spreadsheets, I'm going to put all the formulas in these articles into Lotus 1 -2-3 language. I understand that



hours. Now, to save yet another hour, you'd have to go 280 knots. What I learned from my frequent trips was that ten knots one way or the other saved or lost me about ten minutes on a 3-1/2 hour flight. Speed is even less important on shorter trips. On a more typical flight from South Bend to Columbus, Ohio, which is 188 nautical miles (217 statute miles), going from 160 to 200 knots would save me less than 15 minutes. Occasionally I've spent more time than that waiting for my turn for take-off. While I prefer twins, my wallet prefers singles. My homebuilt is going to have one engine. My own decision was that if my homebuilt could give me the same 160 knots as my Duchess, I'd be happy. A more important consideration for me



Greek letters in them, and maybe some calculus that might scare you. However, if you don't know that an upside-down y (X) is the Greek letter lambda, it doesn't mean you can't use the formula. Call it an upside-down y if you want. I'll try to show you which formulas you need and how to use them.



You can also go to the airport and



start measuring the distance from the propeller flange to the firewall for airplanes which use the kind of engine you plan to use. Peek inside the cowlings of airplanes at your local maintenance shop, and while you're at it measure the engine height and width,



etc. You're going to draw a scale version of the engine, so get all the measurements now. If a factory can stuff all that junk in there, you should be able to was the reliability and maintenance do it also. Now measure the height and costs for the engine. On my Rockwell width of the firewall. Doing this for a few 112A, the 200 HP engine was by far the airplanes will quickly show you about biggest maintenance headache. On my how much room you're going to need Excel and other spreadsheets can unDuchess, which had 180 hp Lycomings, for the engine compartment. Most derstand the Lotus formulas. I never spent a penny on the engines stores that sell drafting supplies also While I've been privileged to work on beyond normal maintenance. Therefore sell templates for scaled-down humans. 17 aircraft designs which have already I decided to design the airplane around Try and buy a one-tenth scale human. flown, with a few more still in the womb, the 180 horse Lycoming engine, beThis is a convenient size for making I have always flown factory-made cause of its ready availability, low drawings. While you're there buy lots of airplanes. I owned three different maintenance requirements and low drawing paper. I like mine with ten airplanes from 1975 to 1987, when I reoperating costs. Since the engine is squares to the inch. luctantly sold my Beech Duchess begoing to be the heaviest single item in At this point in your design what you cause the cost of insuring it and operatthe airplane, you have to start by chooshave is a packaging problem. Your mising it was becoming oppressive. A ing your engine, and getting its weight sion is to get all the people, radios, incouple of years of standing in line at and the weight of all its accessories, instruments, and propulsive devices inairports, waiting for lost luggage, and cluding the propeller, its governor and side some fuselage-shaped container. being stranded by cancelled or late prop extension, if you're going to use This is the time when you need to deflights has convinced me that I need an one. cide what kind of configuration you're airplane. No factory-made airplane curI originally wanted a 2-seat airplane. going to build. I'll limit myself to "conrently available satisfies my desire for But we found that with a modest stretch, ventional" configurations, meaning one fast, comfortable yet affordable transwe could add 2 aft-facing seats behind wing in front and one tail in back. While portation. So I decided to bite the bullet the front 2 without making the airplane canards and three-surface airplanes and design my own. I will be using my too much bigger. Since both my can be used to solve some packaging own design as a test case throughout partners have kids, they wanted to be and performance problems, you would these articles. need professional help and very sophisable to have more than 2 people in the Designing your homebuilt starts by a ticated computer tools to design these plane. The big question was whether or realistic look at what your needs are. not the airplane could handle the center kinds of airplanes. That puts them Most pilots are attracted to speed in the of gravity range with 4 seats. The aft- beyond the reach of most homebuildsame way as the Japanese beetles in ers. My own homebuilt is oldfacing seats do put the centers of gravmy backyard hurl themselves into the ity of each person closer together, so I fashioned. Start drawing a side-view of bags under the synthetic sex- agreed to try this. your airplane, beginning with the propheromone disks. While I was an The owner's handbooks for any fac- peller flange. Then draw in the firewall airplane owner, I made dozens of flights at the correct fuselage station (FS). You tory-made airplane are a wealth of inforfrom my home base in South Bend to mation on what things weigh. Look in can draw in the correct height of the Wichita, Kansas - a distance of 569 firewall, since you measured how high the weight and balance section, and nautical miles (655 statute miles). I you'll find a long list of equipment along and low it should be above the center flight-planned my Duchess for 160 with their weights and locations for that of the prop flange at the airport. Now knots, and it usually did a little better. I airplane. You'll need to start making use your scaled human template and flew that trip with headwinds of up to 70 draw in your people. Be sure to leave your list of radios, steps, lights, and evknots and tailwinds of up to 50 knots. erything else you're going to stuff in enough room to push on the rudder This gave me an appreciation of how your airplane, and what each item pedals without hitting the firewall. Draw much difference speed makes on a weighs. the instrument panel and everything rather lengthy flight. else you can think of. Make a list of evYou also cannot design your airplane Figure A shows the effect of speed without buying some books and doing erything you drew and estimate the on my trip to Wichita. It's interesting to a lot of studying. I'll recommend some horizontal and vertical position for the note that if you flew at an average center of gravity of each item, along at the end of this article. There are many speed of 142 knots, the trip would take details that I won't talk about that these with its weight. Then go ahead and draw a top view in the same way, startyou 4 hours. To save one hour, you'd books will cover. After you buy your have to fly at an average speed of 190 books, don't be intimidated by them. ing with the prop flange and firewall knots. This would cut your flight to 3 Yes, the formulas have things like width. 38 FEBRUARY 1990



What this means is that if you cut the speed in half, the wing will have to produce four times the CL, because the CL SBN TO ICI 6.0 - ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— varies with the square of the speed. Note that f« SORT is the Lotus function y which calculates square roots. The key relationship for sizing your s (/> 3.0 wing is the formula which solves for S CC (wing area) when given the speed and 0 ... *s CL. For this case, the speed is your stall I 4J •l speed, and the CL is the maximum lift I coefficient your wing can make before [1J 4.0N 3 stalling. For now, use a CLmax of 1.22 o L for a wing with no flaps, 1.8 for a wing er sJ S Z with simple flaps (hinge inside the flap), Ul 2.0 for a wing with a slotted flap (hinge S S below the flap), and 2.36 for a wing with K k. a Fowler flap (flap on tracks). 2J S The spreadsheet for this article al^ ^ ^ 1—i lows you to play with the tradeoffs re2.0 *"—1 1 quired to size your wing. Right now, you don't have a gross weight for your 1.5- ——i airplane, so instead use the weights of 1M 220 100 120 140 180 200 280 MO 240 260 other airplanes which are similar to TRUE AIRSPEED KNOTS yours. At the top of the spreadsheet, enter the altitude, the stalling speed you want (in knots) and the gross weight. The spreadsheet then calculates the In airplane lofting, distance down the computer spreadsheet, although you density rho for that altitude and shows fuselage is called the fuselage station can certainly do the calculations by the speed in miles-per-hour and feetor FS. Distance vertically is called the hand. All discussions of wings center per-second. waterline or WL. Distance along the about the term CL, or lift coefficient. The The spreadsheet allows you to select wing span measured from the centerCL is the amount of lift, in pounds, prothree "KNOWNs", and then solves for line of the fuselage is called a buttline duced by one square foot of wing at a the appropriate unknowns. Using the alor BL (I've also heard the term Wing dynamic pressure of one pound per titude and speed entered at the top, you Station). You can measure the FS and square foot. Dynamic pressure is what WL from any arbitrary position, as long you feel when you put your hand out- can specify CL then solve for wing area, you can specify wing area and solve for as you indicate where the reference side your car window when driving. It is CL required, or you can specify CL and lines are on your drawing. You could defined as one half the density of the wing area for the altitude you picked, decide that the prop flange or firewall fluid (air) times the speed squared. In was FS 0.0, for example. If the firewall formulas the dynamic pressure is rep- and solve for your stall speed. Now type in the numbers suggested above under is FS 0.0, then the prop flange would resented by the letter "q". The symbol be at a negative FS location. It's best for density is the Greek letter rho, which "KNOWN" for CL; the spreadsheet will to make FS 0.0 someplace ahead of looks like a curvy small "P" (p). This is tell you how many square feet of wing you need for the altitude and speed you the airplane. That way you won't be why aerodynamicists make the big entered at the top. Now fly to Denver confused with negative numbers when bucks. It is important to remember that by typing 5000 for altitude, and note that you calculate your weight and balance. V, which stands for speed, is always the wing has to get bigger to maintain You could make the ground be WL 0.0, measured in feet per second. The or the bottom of the fuselage, or any- reason for this is that density is mea- the same stall speed. Lower the stall speed by ten knots, and note how much place else that becomes an easy point sured for a cubic foot, and the wing area wing area you have to add to achieve to measure from vertically. Wherever is measured in square feet, so the this. See how much wing area you you put WL 0.0, anything below that will speed has to be in feet to be consistent. would need to get the same stall speed be a negative number, and anything In aerodynamics, one second is one with no flaps, and with all the varieties above it will be a positive number. unit of time. To get speed in feet per of flaps. At this time, the wing and tails can be second, multiply miles-per-hour by sketched in place roughly, using your When you have a feel for this, go 1.467, or multiply knots by 1.689. The ahead and select a wing area by entersense of judgment. Later we will size density of air at sea level on a "staning it under the word "KNOWN". Now them more scientifically. dard" day is .002377 slugs per cubic you can select climb and cruise speeds foot of air. Julia Child has published at different altitudes, and develop a feel several good recipes for cooking your for how the CL changes with different WING DESIGN slugs once you have finished using airspeeds and altitudes. Try setting a them in your calculations. cruise speed at 7500 feet, then pretend There are three considerations you Let's give a formal definition: you're turbocharged and change the alwill be using to size your wings. The Lift=.5*rho*V2*S*CL titude to 25,000 feet. See what happens first is that wing area will control your The symbol "S" represents wing area to the CL in that case. landing speed. The second is that wing in square feet. In level, unaccelerated span will determine your climb and glide flight, the wing lift has to equal the The last option in the spreadsheet igperformance. The third is that the area weight of the airplane. Therefore, nores the speed you entered at the top, and span will determine your power-off S = weight/(.5*rho*V2*CL) and instead solves for speed based on rate of descent. The best way to get a orC L = weight/f.S'rho'V^'S) the wing area and CL you choose. handle on these tradeoffs is to use a or V = (ttSQRT(weight/(.5"rho*S*CL)) Select an appropriate CL from the list
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MAKING THE SPREADSHEET FOR THIS ARTICLE



To make the spreadsheet which demonstrates the relationships between lift, density, wing area and CL: First set the column width to 16 for columns A and D. The following shows the cell address, followed by the titles you need to type in each cell. Cell address B13, for example, refers to the cell at column B and row 13. For titles, the character' tells 1-2-3 to left-justify the title, while " tells Lotus to center the title in the cell.



A1: 'Spreadsheet for calculating basic lift parameters A2: 'from Sport Aviation A3: 'JGR 11-89 A5: 'H(altitude): E7: + B6-1.152 A6: 'V(knots): E10: +B7/(.5'E5*E6-2'B10) A7: 'W(weight): E13: + B7/(.5'E5'E6-2-B13) A9: ' KNOWN E16: (a SQRT(B7'(.5'E5'B16'B17))/ A10: 'CL(lift coef): 1.689 A12:' KNOWN A13: 'S(wing area): A15: - KNOWN Hints on conversion to other non 1 -2-3 A16: 'S(wing area): spreadsheets: The (n IF in cell E5, A17: 'CL(lift coef): which calculates rho, works like this: D5: 'rho(density) (u IF (test, do if test is true, do if test D6: 'V(ft/sec) is false) D7: 'V(mph) (ft SORT calculates square roots D9: 'SOLVE FOR ("EXP calculates anti-logs D10: 'S(wing area) In cell E6, for example, -*- B6 refers D12: 'SOLVE FOR to the contents of cell B6. In Excell, I D13: 'CL(lift coef) believe that the + is replaced by = . D15: 'SOLVE FOR D16: 'V(knots) To test your spreadsheet, enter the Now type the formulas carefully in following values into their proper cells: their proper cells: B5: O E5: (a IF(B5 
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